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Abstract

We give a review on rigorous and numerical results for Amplitude
equations. We focus on the Swift-Hohenberg equation and the Burgers
equation, in order to see the quality of the approximation and the impact
of degenerate noise on the approximating equation.

1 Introduction

Near a change of stability of a stochastic model, described by a stochastic partial
differential equation (SPDE), one can use the natural separation of time scales,
in order to derive approximating equations. These amplitude or modulation
equations describe the behaviour of the amplitude of dominating pattern or
modes. In the physics literature these equations are a successfully used to
reduce the dynamics close to a bifurcation. See for [11] for a survey with many
examples.

For deterministic partial differential equations (PDEs) in the last decades
many rigorous results were established (see for example [10, 19, 24, 20, 25, 21])
Here usually unbounded domains are considered, as on bounded domains center
manifold theory is available, which is not established for SPDEs. For stochastic
equations on bounded domains several results were established in recent years
(see for example [6, 3, 4]). A first example on unbounded domains is [9].

In this paper we compare some rigorous analytic results with numerical
simulations for the approximation of SPDEs. For simplicity of presentation we
focus on two specific examples on an interval. One is an equation of Burgers
type and the other the celebrated stochastic Swift Hohenberg equation. For the
additive noise we consider for both examples either trivial degenerate forcing of
a single Fourier mode or full space-time white noise.

In the introduction we first state our equations on the fast time-scale. Nev-
ertheless, for the precise statement of results and the numerical simulations, we
always consider the equations rescaled to the natural slow time-scale.

For the noise, in this work we consider only two examples for both equations.
Either the equation exhibits a small space-time white noise forcing directly the
dominant Fourier modes, or a highly degenerate noise acting only on a single
non-dominant Fourier-Mode. In the second case one needs to consider much
larger noise, as dominant modes are not forced and the noise needs nonlinear
interaction in order to get mapped back to the dominant modes.
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Our example of Burgers type for a scalar u(t, x) ∈ R, t > 0 is

∂tu = (∂2x + 1)u+ ε2νu− u∂xu+ σξε, (1)

subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions for x ∈ [0, π]. The linear (in)stability
ε2νu is chosen in a way that for solutions of order ε both linear (in)stability
and nonlinearity influence the dynamics of the dominating modes on the slow
time-scale.

The constant σ > 0 measures the noise strength relative to a prescribed
power of ε. The noise term is either a one-dimensional noise acting only on the
second Fourier mode

ξε(t, x) = ε∂tβ(t) sin(2x), (2)

for some one-dimensional Brownian motion β, or

ξε(t, x) = ε2ξ(t, x),

where ξ = ∂tW is space-time white noise given by the formal derivative of a
standard cylindrical Wiener process W (cf. [12]).

The one-dimensional stochastic Swift-Hohenberg equation is given by

∂tu = −(1 + ∂2x)2u+ ε2νu− u3 + σξε, (3)

subject to periodic boundary conditions for x ∈ [0, 2π].
The noise term is either a spatially constant (or global) noise

ξε(t, x) = ε∂tβ(t), (4)

for some Brownian motion β, or

ξε(t, x) = ε2ξ(t, x),

where ξ is space-time white noise as before.
In both examples, the solution is well approximated by the dominant modes

evolving on the slow time-scale T = ε2t.

u(t, x) = εa(ε2t) · e(x) +O(ε2) , (5)

where the amplitudes a satisfy an ordinary stochastic differential equation
(SDE).

For the Burgers equation the amplitude a(T ) ∈ R is one-dimensional, and
the dominant mode is e(x) = sin(x). Moreover, in our two cases a solves the
following equations.

For space-time white-noise (cf. Blömker, Mohammed [7])

∂Ta = νa− 1
12a

3 + σ∂T β̂ , (6)

where β̂ is the rescaled direct impact of the noise on the dominant modes. It is
a Brownian motion given by β̂(T ) sin = εPcW̃ (T ) with Pc being the orthogonal
projection on the sin and W̃ (T ) = εW (ε−2T ) a rescaled version of the Wiener
process.

For degenerate noise given by (2) Blömker, Hairer & Pavliotis [4] furnished
that a solves

da =
(
ν − σ2

88

)
a dt− 1

12a
3 dt+ σ

6 a ◦ dβ̃ , (7)
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which is interpreted as a Stratonovic equation, where the noise is given by the
rescaled original Brownian motion β̃(T ) = εβ(Tε−2), with β from (2) .

Note that the term σ2

88 a is not only an Itô-Stratonovic correction. It contains
additional terms that arise due to nonlinear interaction of the noise term with
itself.

For the Swift-Hohenberg equation in (5) the amplitude a(T ) ∈ R2 is two-
dimensional for the dominant modes e(x) = (sin(x), cos(x)).

For space-time white noise (cf. Blömker & Hairer [2]) the amplitude solves

∂Ta = νa− 3
4a|a|

3 + ∂T β̂ , (8)

where β̂ is a two dimensional Brownian motion, which is as in (6) the direct
impact of the Wiener process W , which is rescaled to the slow time-scale and
projected to the dominant modes.

Surprisingly, for global noise the amplitude a ∈ R2 solves a deterministic
ODE (cf. Blömker & Mohammed [8])

∂Ta = (ν − 3
2σ

2)a− 3
4a|a|

3 . (9)

Again, noise feeds back into the dominant modes via nonlinear interaction.
Note that, obviously, the constant 3

4 depends on the normalization of the dom-
inant mode.

For the numerical simulation in order to compare the SPDE with the
amplitude equation, we implemented a straightforward semi-implicit time-
discretisation of a spectral Galerkin method using fast Fourier transforms. It
turned out that a few modes are enough to give an accurate description of the
dynamics (see also [1]). Nevertheless in most cases we used 128 Fourier-Modes
for spacial discretization. For the time-discretisation, for simplicity of imple-
mentation, we used a constant small time-step, lie for example h = 10−6. More
details on the method will be given in Section 2.2 for the Burgers equation only.

See the work of Jentzen et.al. (see [17, 18]) for rigorous results and methods
with improved order of convergence. Moreover, [5] give a result on the ap-
proximation of Burgers equation with spectral Galerkin method using uniform
topology.

The numerical simulations were mainly done by Wöhrl and Nolde in their
Diploma thesis. They studied the quality of the theoretical result. It turned out,
that the approximation is valid on very long time-scales even for moderate values
of ε like 1

10 or 1
100 , while the theoretical result predicts that the approximation

is valid on some fixed time-interval in the limit ε→ 0.
Due to the stiffness of the equations ε → 0 is obviously not accessible with

direct numerical simulations of the SPDEs. It is well-known that semi-implicit
methods are stable, but due to linear damping only one or two modes are ef-
fectively calculated, if ε is too small. Here more advances multi-scale methods
need to be considered (see for example [1] or [13]), but these methods rely on the
multi-scale approximation results, which we wanted compare to the numerical
simulation of the SPDE.

Moreover, using the numerical simulations we tried to find higher order
effects not given by the amplitude equation, which might be useful to understand
the main sources of errors in the approximation.

In many cases, the numerical error estimate is much better than expected.
Here various other small terms or large eigenvalues improved the error bounds.
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For example the 10th eigenvalue of the Swift-Hohenberg operator is −81, which
is (compared to ε = 1/10) already of order ε−2. Moreover, a small σ improves
the estimates, too (cf. Figure 12). Nevertheless, for the theorems all these terms
are treated as order O(1) in ε.

In the following Section 2 we discuss first the Burgers type equation. While
Section 2.1 states the theorems, Section 2.2 gives numerical results. Section
3 provides the results for Swift-Hohenberg with theorems in Section 3.1 and
numerics in Section 3.2. In the final Section 4, we discuss large (or unbounded)
domains, which are from a computational point even worse.

2 Burgers equation

For the precise statement of results, we always rescale the equations to the
slow time-scale T = ε2t. The rescaled Burgers equation for v, where u(t, x) =
εv(ε2t, x) reads

∂tv = 1
ε2 (∂2x + 1)v + νv − 1

εv∂xv + σξε (10)

subject to Dirichlet boundary conditions for x ∈ [0, π].
We consider two extreme cases of noise. First, the noise term is either

a highly degenerate one-dimensional noise acting only on the second Fourier
mode, which is not dominant:

ξε(T, x) = 1
ε∂T β̃(T ) sin(2x) (11)

for a single Brownian motion denoted by β̃. Secondly, we consider space-time
white noise ξε = ∂T W̃ given by a formal derivative of a standard cylindrical
Wiener process W̃ (cf. [12]).

Denote by Pc the orthogonal projection onto the dominant space N =
span{sin} and let Ps = I − Pc be the orthogonal projection onto the other
modes.

2.1 Rigorous result

Let us state the rigorously known approximation results for the Burgers equa-
tion. For simplicity of presentation, we restrict to the case of our examples
presented here. Most of the theorems are proven in a more general setting. For
space-time white noise [7] provided:

Theorem 1. (Approximation – full noise) Let v be a continuous solution
of (10) in Hα([0, π]), α ∈ [0, 12 ), with initial condition v(0) = a(0) sin +εψ(0)
where a(0) and ψ(0) ⊥ sin are of order one. Suppose that a is a solution of the
amplitude equation (6). Then for all p > 1, κ > 0 and T0 > 0 there exists a
constant C > 0 such that

P
(

sup
T∈[0,T0]

‖v(T )− a(T ) sin ‖Hα > ε1−κ
)
≤ Cεp (12)

for all ε > 0 sufficiently small.

Note that for short-hand notation (12) in the previous statement of the the-
orem, is sometimes abbreviated as v(T ) = a(T ) +O(ε1−). Moreover, Hα([0, π])
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denotes the standard fractional Sobolev space. Later in the numerics, we only
consider the uniform topology using L∞([0, π])-norms.

For degenerate noise, if the noise is not acting directly on the dominant
modes, by Theorem 1 the noise disappears in the amplitude equation. Thus
in that case we discuss noise that is an order of magnitude larger. Now via
nonlinear interaction the noise has the potential to reappear in the amplitude
equation. This was for the Burgers equation first observed by Roberts [22] and
later proven rigorously by Blömker, Hairer, Pavliotis [4].

Here we only consider the possibly most simple case of degenerate noise
given by (11). Nevertheless, as in [4] we could also force all modes except the
dominant ones. In that case the coefficients in the amplitude equation will
turn into series due to infinitely many nonlinear interactions. Moreover, the
amplitude equation would contain multiplicative as well as additive noise.

Theorem 2. (Approximation – degenerate noise) Let u be a continuous
H1

0 ([0, π])-valued solution of (10) with degenerate noise and with initial condi-
tion u(0) = O(ε). If a is a solution of (7) with a(0) sin = Pcu(0) and

R(T ) = 1
εe
−LTε−2

Psu(0) + 1
ε

∫ T

0

e−3(T−s)ε
−2

dβ̃(s) sin(2·),

then for all κ, T0, p > 0 there is a constant C such that

P

(
sup

T∈[0,T0]

‖v(T )− a(T ) sin−R(T )‖pH1 > ε
1
2−κ

)
≤ Cεp .

It is not proven, but the previous result should hold with errors of order
O(ε1−) instead of O(ε

1
2−).

Let us discuss the additional term R in more detail. The dependence on the
initial condition dies out very fast. This was not included in Theorem 1, but it
can easily be added there, too.

As fε(s) = ε−2e−(t−s)ε
−2

, s ∈ [0, t], converges for ε → 0 to a Delta-
distribution in t, the stochastic integral behaves like a white noise of order
O(ε) acting on the second Fourier mode. Thus formally it is a term of higher
order, although it can easily be shown that the stochastic convolution itself is
almost order one, i.e. O(ε0−).

We will discuss some ideas of the proofs later in the Section 3.1 on Swift-
Hohenberg. In the following section we discuss our numerical results for the
Burgers equation.

2.2 Numerical result

For our simulation we use a semi-implicit Euler method. To illustrate this
consider a PDE with linear operator A:

∂Tu(T ) = Au(T ) + f(u(T ), T ) .

We fix a constant step-size h and approximate:

u(T + h) ≈ [1− hA]
−1︸ ︷︷ ︸

:=M

[u(T ) + hf(u(T ), T )] = M [u(T ) + hf(u(T ), T )] .
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The linear operator M of this semi-implicit Euler method applied to our equa-
tion (10) is in Fourier space a diagonal matrix with entries

Mk =
[
1− h

(
ε−2(1− k2) + ν

)]−1
.

Thus Mk ≤ 1 for all k ∈ N, Mk is strictly decreasing for k to infinity, and

Mk
k→∞−−−−→ 0. Nevertheless, it should not be too small, in order that sufficiently

many modes are effectively calculated. So the operator M is damping all modes
except the first (M1 = 1), and it is sufficient to observe the first few (depending
on h and ε) Fourier modes because the higher modes converge very fast to zero.

For the spacial discretisation we implemented in Matlab a spectral Galerkin
method with N = 127 Fourier modes. Note that 2n−1 modes are optimal for the
fast discrete sine and cosine transformation used to implement the nonlinearity.

(a) ε = 0.1 (b) ε = 0.01

Figure 1: Values of the linear operator M for different ε. Parameters: ν = 0.5,
h = 0.0001, N = 31.

In addition to the amplitude equation given by (6), we introduce two heuris-
tic terms in order to improve our approximations in the case of white noise.
Those terms and their respective approximation error is defined by

R1(T ) = sup
x∈[0,π]

‖u(T, x)− a(T ) sin(x)‖ ,

R2(T ) = sup
x∈[0,π]

∥∥∥∥u(T, x)− a(T ) sin(x) + ε
1

6
a2 sin(2x)

∥∥∥∥ ,
and

R3(T ) = sup
x∈[0,π]

∥∥∥∥u(T, x)− a(T ) sin(x) + ε
1

6
a2 sin(2x)−O(T )

∥∥∥∥ ,
where a is the solution of the amplitude equation on [0, T0] and O is an Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck process given by

∂TO(T ) = ε−2(1 + ∂2x)O(T ) + σ

N∑
k=2

β′k(T ) sin(kx).
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(a) mean supR, 300 realisations, ε = 0.1 (b) mean supR, 100 realisations, ε = 0.01

Figure 2: The mean supRi for white noise and i = 1, 2, 3 for parameters σ = 0.4,
ν = 0.5, u0 = 0. Note that R1 > R2 > R3.

Those errors are expected to hold

R1(T ) ≈ O(ε), R3(T ) ≈ O(ε2), R1(T ) ≥ R2(T ) ≥ R3(T ).

While this is proven for R1 in Theorem 1, the estimates for R2 ,R3 are heuristic.
In the case of degenerated noise, we have the approximation result of Theo-

rem 2 with error

R4(T ) = sup
x∈[0,π]

‖u(T, x)− a(T ) sin(x)− Z(T ) sin(2x)‖ .

of order R4 = O(ε
1
2−). Here we denote by Z the OU-process contained in R

from Theorem 2.
In order to approximate E sup[0,T ]Ri, we use the standard Monte-Carlo

method and simulate different realisations. For S independent realisations we
define

mean supRk(T ) =
1

S

S∑
i=1

sup
t∈[0,T ]

{
R

(i)
k (t)

}
for k ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}

For white noise we typically obtain results as in Figure 2. They show that the
expected orders for Ri, i ∈ {1, 2, 3} hold for quite large times, and that the
heuristic terms yield significant improvements.

For white noise and unstable ν > 0, we identified a specific source of errors.
If both the amplitude a(t) and the first Fourier mode u(1)(t) are close to zero,
it can happen that they ”split” up and, in worst case, converge to different
critical points. An example is presented in Figure 3. We conjecture that these
trajectories are responsible for most of the error, although they are rare events.
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(a) u(1)(t) and a(t) split up and reunite. (b) u(1)(t) and a(t) split up.

Figure 3: The first Fourier mode u(1)(t) and the amplitude a(t) split near zero
for white noise. Parameters: ν = 0.5, ε = 0.1, σ = 0.4, u0 = 0.

Sadly, among a few thousand simulations we never found a realisation split-
ting up to and converging to the two different critical points.

For degenerated noise we obtain results for R4(t) as in Figure 4.

(a) mean supR4, 300 realisations, ε = 0.1 (b) mean supR4, 100 realisations, ε = 0.01

Figure 4: mean supR4 for degenerate noise with parameters: σ = 0.4, ν =
σ2

88 + 0.1, u0 = 0.01 sin(x).

The splitting up as in the case of white noise can not happen for degenerated
noise because u(1)(t) and a(t) are not able to change their sign. The amplitude
equation is obviously not able to change the sign due to the multiplicative noise,
and the deterministic fixed point 0. From numerical simulations with quite small
ν > 0 (cf. Figure 5) there is a strong indication that this holds true for u(1), too.
The limitation to 12 realisations in the Figure is just for presentational purpose.
Among a thousand of realisations with varying parameters none changed the
sign.

The last aspect we study is the fact that in Theorem 1 and Theorem 2
the estimates are only valid for some fixed (possibly very small) T0. So in our
experiments we took a look on how large this T0 might be.
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(a) u0 = 0.01 sin(x), σ = 3, ν = σ2

88
+ 0.001,

ε = 0.01

(b) u0 = 0.01 sin(x), σ = 5, ν = −0.001,
ε = 0.1

Figure 5: Typical 12 realisations each of u(1) with degenerate noise. The Fourier
mode u(1) is not changing its sign.

(a) mean supR1 (b) mean supR3

Figure 6: mean supRi for different ε with white noise and 200 realisations for
each ε. Parameters: σ = 2, ν = 0.5, u0 = 0.01 sin(x).

Define

Tmax := min
T
{mean supRi(T ) > Ki}

and

T̃max := min
T
{mean supRi(T ) > 10Ki} ,

in order to decide whether Ri is O(Ki) or not. As stated before, K1 = K2 = ε,
K3 = ε2 and K4 =

√
ε. For white noise it turned out that this is true for

quite large T0, but it highly depends on ε (see Figure 6 and 7). The results
are not always that good for other parameter combinations, but even Tmax = 2
is a reasonable result. Moreover, for very small ε like 0.001, we run into the
problem, that the step-size h might be too large in the simulation.

For degenerated noise the results can be seen in Figure 8. As for white noise,
the estimate holds for relative large T0, and we need to be careful, if ε is too
small.
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(a) Tmax := min
T
{mean supRi(T ) > Ki} (b) Tmax := min

T
{mean supRi(T ) > 10Ki}

Figure 7: Maximal Tmax for mean supRi for different ε with white noise and
200 realisations for each ε. Parameters: σ = 2, ν = 0.5, u0 = 0.01 sin(x).

(a) mean supR4 (b) Tmax := min
T{

mean supR4(T ) >
√
ε
} (c) Tmax := min

T{
mean supR4(T ) > 10

√
ε
}

Figure 8: mean supR4 for different ε with degenerate noise and 200 realisations

for each ε. Parameters: σ = 4, ν = σ2

88 + 0.1, u0 = 0.8 sin(x). h dependent on
ε (h = 10−4 for ε = 0.1, 0.01 and h = 10−6 for ε = 0.001) and N = 31 (to
compensate the smaller stepsize with regard to computation time).

3 Swift-Hohenberg equation

Let us first state the rescaled equation on the slow time-scale again with our two
very different cases of noise. The rescaled stochastic Swift-Hohenberg equation
for v, where u(t, x) = εv(ε2t, x) reads

∂tv = − 1
ε2 (1 + ∂2x)2v + νv − v3 + ξε (13)

subject to periodic boundary conditions for x ∈ [0, 2π]. We denote the linear
operator by L = −(1 + ∂2x)2.

We consider again two extreme cases of noise. First, the noise term is a one-
dimensional noise acting on the constant Fourier mode, which is not dominant:

ξε(T, x) = 1
ε∂T β̃(T )

for a real-valued Brownian motion β̃. Secondly, ξε = ∂T W̃ is space-time white
noise.
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Now the dominant space is N = span{sin, cos}, and we denote as in the
case of Burgers equation the L2-orthogonal projection onto it by Pc, while the
projection onto the orthogonal complement S is given by Ps. Note that Pc is
different for (10) and (13) as the dominant space N has different dimensions.

3.1 Rigorous result

For space-time white noise Blömker & Hairer [2] provided an approximation re-
sult including higher order corrections. This is in this case just a fast Ornstein-
Uhlenbeck-process on S. Moreover, this approximation carries over to an invari-
ant measure of (13), see [2]. But here we focus on the transient approximation
result, only.

In order to define the approximation split

ψ = ψc + εψs with ψc(T ) := a(T ) · (sin, cos) , (14)

and define ψs by ψs(0) = ε−1Psv0 and

ψs(T ) = eTLε
−2

ψs(0) + PsW̃L(T ) . (15)

where the stochastic convolution W̃L is defined as

W̃ (T ) =
1

ε

∫ T

0

e(T−s)Lε
−2

dW̃ (s) ,

which is an ε independent Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process on the fast time-scale t.
For the initial conditions we assume

E‖v0‖p ≤ Cp and E‖Psv0‖p ≤ Cpεp. (16)

Theorem 3. (Approximation – full noise) Let v be the mild solution in
C0([0,∞), L2), of (13) with initial value v0 of order O(1) being O(ε) on the
stable modes, for instance satisfying (16). Define the approximation ψ as in
(14) with a given by the amplitude equation (6).

Then for all p > 0, κ > 0 and T0 > 0 there is a constant C > 0 explicitly
depending on p and growing exponentially with T0 such that the estimate

P
(

sup
T∈[0,T0]

‖v(T )− ψ(T )‖L2 ≤ ε2−κ
)
≥ 1− Cεp

holds for ε > 0 sufficiently small.

It can be justified in a very general setting, that starting with initial condi-
tions v0 of order O(1), (16) holds after a very short time of order O(ε2 ln(ε)).
This is based on linear stability only and called attractivity. Nevertheless, for
Swift-Hohenberg this result is significantly better. Due to nonlinear stability
the solution for any initial condition satisfies (16) after any small time of order
1.

For degenerate noise Blömker & Mohammed [8] showed:

Theorem 4. (Approximation – degenerate noise) Let v be a continuous
solution of (13) in Hα, α ≥ 0, with degenerate noise. Suppose for the initial
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conditions v(0) = a(0) · (sin, cos) +ψ(0), where ψ(0) ∈ S, and a is a solution of
the amplitude equation (9).

Then for all p ≥ 1, T0 > 0 and all κ > 0 sufficiently small, there exists
C > 0 such that for ‖v(0)‖α ≤ δε for some δε ∈ (0, ε−

1
3κ) we have

P
(

sup
T∈[0,T0]

∥∥∥v(T )− a(T ) · (sin, cos)−Q(T )
∥∥∥
α
> ε1−κ

)
≤ Cεp , (17)

where
Q(T ) = eε

−2TLψ(0) + Z(T ) (18)

with a fast OU-process

Z(T ) = σε−1
∫ T

0

e−ε
−2(T−τ)dβ(τ) . (19)

For the proof of the result in both cases, one first shows that v is bounded by
O(1), using standard energy type estimates. Secondly, one improves the bound
for Psv, which is approximated by (15) or (18) using the mild formulation. In
the third step, one identifies all small terms from the equation for Pcv, which
defines the residual. This step needs explicit averaging over the fast OU-process
with explicit error bounds, that are established using Itô-formula. In the final
step, one removes the residual from the equation for Pcv, by approximation
arguments for ODEs, which yields the amplitude equation.

For Swift-Hohenberg one can rely on nonlinear stability, but for Burgers
equation it is helpful to work with a stopping time ensuring that v is order one
up to the stopping time. Then all estimates are done up to the stopping time,
and finally the amplitude equation is used to show that the stopping time is of
order one.

3.2 Numerical result

For the Swift-Hohenberg equation we used the analogous methods as for Burg-
ers and implemented the spectral Galerkin approximation in Matlab using 128
Fourier modes. For the time-discretisation we used again for simplicity a semi-
implicit method with constant step-size of order h = 10−6, which seems to be
sufficient for ε = 0.1 and ε = 0.01.

Let us give here in the degenerate noise case an estimate of the mean error

R(T ) = E ‖v(T )− a(T ) · (sin, cos)−Z(T )‖∞

and the mean uniform error

Rsup(T ) = E sup
s∈[0,T ]

‖v(s)− a(s) · (sin, cos)−Z(s)‖∞ .

We used sufficiently small deterministic initial conditions. In Figure 9 the pa-
rameters are ν = 1 and σ = 1/

√
15, which is a very small noise. It turned out

that this improves the numerical bound on the error a lot.
The numerical result shows the excellent quality of the approximation. After

an initial phase, the mean error seems to be uniformly small for large times,
while the mean uniform error grows very slowly over time.
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Figure 9: Mean error over a few hundred realisations for degenerate noise.
Parameters: ν = 1, σ = 1/

√
15 On the left: ε = 0.1. On the right: ε = 0.01.

Small initial conditions of order ε.

We can use various values of ν, ε, σ and T . In all cases the numerical error
bound looks very similar. Nevertheless, due to the smallness of σ, which is of
the order of O(ε), the error bound seems to be much better than O(ε). If we
increase σ the error will increase, too. See also Figure 12, later.

In Figure 10 we see that even over a very long time the error does not increase
much. Again, the small σ makes the bound much better.

Figure 10: Mean error over a few hundred realisations for degenerate noise.
Parameters: ν = 1, σ = 1/

√
15, ε = 0.1. Small initial conditions of order ε.

3.3 Higher order effects

In [8] higher order corrections are studied for the solution of the stochastic
Swift-Hohenberg Equation (13) with degenerate noise. Using the higher order
corrections (see, Lemma 18 in [8]) in the averaging result for the fast OU-process,
one obtains an additional semi-martingale term in the amplitude equation.

To approximate this martingale term path-wise, the proofs are restricted
to the case of one-dimensional dominant space, i.e. dim(N ) = 1. For higher
dimensional spaces, one can obtain similar results. But then only weak conver-
gence of the approximation is established, and no path-wise error bounds are
available (cf. [8]).
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These approximation depends on the averaging of stochastic integrals over
a fast OU-process (see Lemma 6.1 from [4]), which is based on the martingale
representation theorem. So, for the example here we consider (13) with respect
to Neumann boundary conditions on the interval [0, π]. The approximation
result is:

Theorem 5. (higher order correction) Let v be a solution of (13) in Hα for
α ≥ 0 with degenerate noise and with the initial conditions v(0) = a(0)cos+ψ(0),
where ψ(0) ∈ S, and a is a solution of (9).

Then for all p ≥ 1, T0 > 0 and all κ > 0 sufficiently small, there exists
C > 0 such that for ‖v(0)‖α ≤ δε for some δε ∈ (0, ε−

1
3κ) we have

P
(

sup
T∈[0,T0]

∥∥∥v(T )− a(T )cos− εb(T )cos−Q(T )
∥∥∥
α
> ε

4
3−κ

)
≤ Cεp , (20)

where Q(T ) is defined in (18) and the higher order correction b is the solution
of

db = [(ν − 3
2σ

2)b− 3
4a

2b] dT +
3

2
σ2a dB, (21)

with initial condition b(0) = 0 and B is a one-dimensional Brownian motion
arising from a martingale representation theorem.

Related results in this direction are discussed by Roberts and Wang [23],
nevertheless their setting is slightly different, and they use averaging techniques
that do not lead to explicit error estimates. Their model is very similar, but
they use a coupled system of a slow SDE and a fast SPDE. This is similar to our
case, once (13) is split into the slow dominant modes and the infinitely many
fast stable modes.

We tried to find an effect that is not present in the amplitude equation, but
present in the SPDE. We tried the slow motion along the ring of stationary
solutions for a ∈ R for a two-dimensional N . These are not present in the
deterministic amplitude equation, as the argument of a ∈ C cannot change.
Nevertheless there is a possibility that this might occur for the first Fourier-
Mode of v. Although our numerical results indicate that this does not happen,
despite the fact that the higher order correction (21) would not preserve the
angle.

Figure 11: The argument of the first Fourier mode of v does not move in time
at all. Parameters: ν = 1, ε = 1

10 and σ2 = 2
3 0̇, 99 (left) and σ2 = 1

3 (right)
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4 Large domains

In this section we briefly comment on some result about the stochastic Swift-
Hohenberg equation (13) on large or unbounded domain.

Consider as in [3] Equation (13) on a large domain
[−L
ε ,

L
ε

]
with additive

homogeneous space-time noise of strength σε3/2. They showed that, under
appropriate scaling, its solutions can be approximated by the solution of the
stochastic Ginzburg-Landau equation.

For (13) on the whole real line with degenerate additive noise, Axel Hutt and
collaborators [16], [14] used a formal argument based on centre manifold theory.
They showed that noise constant in space leads to a deterministic amplitude
equation, which is stabilized by the impact of additive noise, while [9] made
these results rigorous, at least for solutions decaying at infinity.

Here we state the result on the fast time-scale t and the fast spacial scale x.
The approximation result is:

Theorem 6. Let u(t, x) be a solution of (3) on R, with spacially constant noise,
let wA be the formal approximation defined as

wA(T,X) = A(T,X)eiX/ε + c.c, (22)

and A(T,X) a solution of

∂TA = 4∂2XA+ (ν − 3
2σ

2)A− 3|A|2A ,

such that A ∈ C0([0, T0] ,Hα) for α > 1
2 , with initial condition∥∥u(0, ·)− εA(0, ε·)eix − εĀ(0, ε·)e−ix

∥∥
∞ ≤ dε

1−κ0φε

for some fixed d > 0 and for κ0 ∈ (0, 1). Then for each T0 > 0 and p > 0 there
exist C > 0, depending on sup[0,T0] ‖A‖α , such that

P
(

sup
t∈[0,ε−2T0]

∥∥u(t, x)− εwA(ε2t, εx)− εZ(ε2t)
∥∥
∞ > Cε1−κ0φε

)
≤ Cεp, (23)

where

φε =


ε if α > 3/2,
ε ln(ε−1) if α = 3/2,

εα−
1
2 if α < 3/2 ,

and Z(T ) is the fast OU-process defined in (19).

In Figure 12 the show the mean and mean uniform error for various pa-
rameter regimes on the slow time-scale T . We computed the mean uniform
error

R1(T ) = E sup
s∈[0,T ]

sup
X∈[−1,1]

∣∣ε−1u(sε−2, Xε−1)− wA(s,X)−Z(s,X)
∣∣ .

and the mean error

R2(T ) = E sup
X∈[−1,1]

∣∣ε−1u(Tε−2, Xε−1)− wA(T,X)−Z(T,X)
∣∣ .
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Figure 12: Various results for mean error and mean uniform error on large
domains of order ε−1 with periodic boundary conditions. We use the slow time-
scale T = ε2t. The scaling with σ is nicely seen in the first three pictures. The
error bound is very good, even for large values of T .
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